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We study the relation between sound radiation patterns and the azimuthal-mode bal­
ance of instability-wave amplitude in a subsonic jet using mid-field and near-field phased- 
microphone arrays. To identify instability waves, we apply a least square optimization 
method, i.e. a beam-forming algorithm, to pressure signals obtained from a conical micro­
phone array surrounding the jet from the nozzle exit to the end of the potential core. For 
the reference solutions, we use eigenfunctions based on linear stability analysis using the 
turbulent mean-velocity profiles and infer the amplitude of the axisymmetric and first two 
azimuthal modes associated with the Kelvin—Helmholtz instabilities. Likewise, pressure 
signals obtained from the mid-field array are decomposed into the azimuthal modes, and 
the directivity of low-frequency noise, particularly that of coherent sound, is analyzed. 
The azimuthal mode balances of the instability waves and acoustic waves are then com­
pared, and the effects of compressibility, jet temperature and nozzle type (i.e. straight and 
chevron nozzles) are investigated. The results show that the directivity of low-frequency jet 
noise changes from the quadrupole radiation patterns to highly directive ones as increasing 
Mach number, while all instability modes are suppressed owing to compressibility without 
substantially varying the azimuthal-mode balance. The correlation of the azimuthal-mode 
balance between instability waves and coherent sound is stronger at higher Mach numbers. 
We also find that the radiation patterns of low-frequency noise change from quadrupoles 
to dipoles as the temperature increases at a low Mach number.
I. Introduction
Tile present work is motivated by the need to better understand the sound radiated by large-scale coherent structures in round jets, including heated jets and jets with passive and active mixing devices at the nozzle lip (examples include tabs,1,2,3 chevrons,4 piezoelectric actuators,5 and microjets6). Large-scale structures in a jet are related to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities of the time-averaged flow field. While this observation has lead to quantitative predictions of the near field evolution,7,8,9,10 the relation between the instability waves and the far-field sound has been a topic of debate. When large-scale structures are supersonically convected relative to the ambient, strong Mach waves are radiated and their amplitude levels can be directly calculated.11 In the subsonic case, some qualitative features of the sound generation can be derived from models based on linear stability analysis;7,12,13 however, the amplitude of the sound radiation depends sensitively on the precise structure of the wave packet.13’14 Moreover, the relation between mixing devices and large-scale structures (i.e. instability waves) is unclear. These devices typically reduce jet noise
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near the frequency of peak radiation but enhance high-frequency broadband noise. Yet, it is not presently understood if such noise reduction phenomena are related to the instability characteristics of the jet flow.To quantitatively relate large-scale structures with jet noise generation, we must overcome the difficulty in measuring instability waves. Although several previous studies15,12,16,17 have successfully predicted pressure fluctuations in an acoustically excited jet based on linear stability analysis, identification of instability waves in unforced jets, particularly decomposition of azimuthal modes, requires special care for data analysis. Because these waves may coexist with convective disturbances (i.e. turbulence) and acoustic waves in the near field, there is no unique way to decompose them into different modes. One approach to overcome this problem is to introduce a phased-microphone array technique. Arndt et al.18 used a conical phased-microphone array and analyzed pressure fluctuations just outside the mixing layer based on the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). To extract the instability-wave components, we developed a beam-forming algorithm applying to pressure data from a conical phased-microphone array in the near-field (called a hydrodynamics 
array). Using eigenfunctions based on linear stability analysis, we successfully measured instability-wave amplitudes for the axisymmetric and first two azimuthal modes (i.e. m = 0, ±1, and ±2). Excellent agreement obtained in this former study between the coherent pressure signals and the eigenfunctions demonstrates that instability waves predicted by the linear stability analysis very well represent near-field pressure fluctuations of turbulent jets from the exit to the end of the potential core at low frequencies.19In the present study, we wish to extract acoustic-wave components that are associated with these in­stability waves and to decompose them into azimuthal modes. Ghosh et al.20 measured sound radiation patterns using a microphone array (not phased-array) and showed that each azimuthal mode exhibits strong directivity (i.e. lobe patterns) at low frequencies. Their results may suggest that low-frequency jet noise is associated with some organized flow structures. In fact, many source-detection studies21,22,23,24 have indicated that the low-frequency noise is generated near the end of the potential core, at which large-scale vortices collapse. Although some other previous studies25,26 have measured the azimuthal-mode distribu­tions of the acoustic waves, sound pressure levels over a limited range of polar angles were not sufficiently informative to educe the role of large-scale flow structures on jet noise generation. This motivates us to introduce phase-microphone array techniques in order to extract acoustic waves associated with large-scale structures in a subsonic jet. In this study, we measure the azimuthal-mode balance of instability waves using a hydrodynamic array and compare it with the sound radiation patterns obtained from a mid-field array. In particular, we pay attention to coherent jet noise, hypothesizing that coherent acoustic signals are associated with large-scale structures. From eigenvectors of a cross spectral matrix, we extract the POD mode with the greatest eigenvalue for each azimuthal mode.The outline of this paper is as follows: In the next section, we review the beam-forming algorithm detecting instability-wave amplitude and the POD analysis applying to the acoustic signals. We then describe the test conditions and the experimental facilities including the jet rig, and the near-field and mid-field microphone arrays. All these experiments were conducted at NASA Glenn Research Center over a wide range of Mach numbers and jet-temperature ratios as well as the nozzle types (i.e. straight versus chevron nozzles). Subsequently, the results of the instability-wave detection and the acoustic measurement have been analyzed, focusing on the effects of compressibility, the jet temperature and chevron nozzles, and the interpretation and implication are presented in the last section.
II. Phased-array Processing
A. Identification of Instability WavesWe summarize the instability-wave identification technique developed in Ref. 19 in this section. The ba­sic idea is to consider the least square matching between phased-array pressure signals and the reference solution, thereby the algorithm being analogous to the beam-forming. For the reference solution, we use eigenfunctions based on linear stability analysis, where mean-velocity profiles were obtained by the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in previous studies.27,28 Here, we define a cost function to be minimized as follows:
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(1)where ω denotes the angular frequency, m the azimuthal mode number, Nmic the number of microphones. Θι represents the Fourier-transformed pressure signals at the ιth microphone (to be precise, taken by the logarithmic scale19), and II denotes the corresponding eigenfunction given by
(2)where as denotes the complex amplitude, and A is normalized so that its maximum value is unity at each cross section. Assuming that the mean flow is locally parallel, the eigenfunctions are calculated at each cross section using a shooting method based on the axial mean-velocity and temperature profiles from PIV.By differentiating J with respect to as, we can determine the complex amplitude of the eigenfunction as
(3)Thus, both magnitude, |(as)min|, and phase, arg[(as)min], of the eigenfunction can be inferred for each ω and 
m. In this study, four periods of the target frequency are Fourier-transformed in the data processing, and the root mean square over 500 samples of |as| is regarded as the instability-wave amplitude.
B. Decomposition of Acoustic SignalsTo decompose the acoustic signals into the azimuthal modes, we first Fourier-transform the phased-array pressure data from the mid-field array (see figure 4 later) in time. Subsequently, we Fourier-transform them in the azimuthal direction at each ring: accordingly, the transformed pressure amplitude at the ιth ring is denoted by qι. To adjust the distance from the noise source to the microphone position and to take into account the zenithal dependence, we define a vector generating the radiation pattern as
(4)where (xι, rι) denotes the ιth ring position, sin θι ≡ rι/√(xι - xs)2 + rι2 , and the source position is assumed to be xs ∕D = 5 in this study. A source-detection study using the same database29 showed that the primary noise sources are located approximately at 3 < x/D < 7 at the frequency range of our interests, and this result is similar to other experimental studies.21,22,23,24 Hence, qι/√sinθι represents the sound directivity for each azimuthal mode at a given frequency. Moreover, since the zenithal intervals between the microphone rings are nearly equal in the array used for this study, the square norm,|q|2, corresponds to the sound intensity in the region covered by the array.To extract coherent sound signals from the phased-array data, we perform the POD analysis in the frequency domain. With the transformed pressure signals defined in Eq. (4), we construct a cross spectral matrix of Nring × Nring as follows: (5)where Nring denotes the number of microphone rings (i.e. 1 ≤ ι ≤ Nring). Similar to the near-field data processing, four periods of the target frequency are Fourier-transformed to construct a cross spectral matrix, and they are averaged over 500 samples. Therefore, the eigenvectors of the cross spectral matrix are equivalent to the POD modes, and the one associated with the greatest eigenvalue represents the most energetic radiation pattern of the coherent sound. To compare its directivity with that of overall sound, we display the following quantity in polar plots later:
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(6)where λ(1) and u(1) denote the greatest eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector, respectively.
III. Experimental Facilities
A. SHJAR and Flow ConditionsThe experiments for both near-field and acoustic measurements were conducted using the Small Hot Jet Acoustic Rig (SHJAR) at NASA Glenn Research Center. A single-stream round jet was mounted 3.05 m from the ground in an anechoic dome with a 20 m radius. The jet exit was a converging nozzle, and the exit diameter was 5.08 cm (2.0 in). The wall of the dome was filled with foam wedges.A variety of combinations of Mach numbers (M∞ ≡ Ujet/a∞ = 0.35 to 0.90) and temperature ratios (Tjet∕T∞ = 0.84 to 2.70) as well as three nozzle types (see figure 1) were tested. The flow conditions were determined following the set points of previous experiments by Tanna30 (the flow characteristics in most of these cases are summarized in Refs. 27,28). The flow conditions considered in this study are listed in table 1. Mean-velocity deviations from the designated test conditions were within 1%.
Figure 1. Photographs of the nozzles. Straight (SMC000), chevrons with 5° penetration (SMC001), and 
chevrons with non-penetration (SMC005) from left to right.
Table 1. Operating conditions of jet flows. Mjet = (U/α)jet and Re = (ρUD∕μ)jet.Case Set pt. M∞ (Mjet) Tjet∕T∞ Re PIV flow data availabilityA 1 0.35 (0.35) 0.98 (cold) 5 × 105 NoB 3 0.50 (0.51) 0.96 (cold) 7 × 105 YesC 5 0.70 (0.74) 0.91 (cold) 11 × 105 NoD 7 0.90 (0.98) 0.84 (cold) 16 × 105 YesE 23 0.50 (0.38) 1.76 (hot) 2 × 105 YesF 27 0.90 (0.69) 1.76 (hot) 4 × 105 YesG 42 0.50 (0.31) 2.70 (hot) 1 × 105 NoH 46 0.90 (0.56) 2.70 (hot) 2 × 105 YesIn this study, we select the target frequency to be St = 0.35 for unheated jets and St = 0.30 for heated ones. Ref. 19 demonstrated that the instability-wave detection method works best at these frequencies, but the characteristics of the sound radiation are similar in the range of 0.2 ≤ St ≤ 0.6.
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Figure 2. Microphone distribution of the hydro- 
dynamic array. The center of the jet exit is taken 
to be the origin.
Figure 3. Photograph of the hydrodynamic array 
with the SHJAR facility.
B. Mean-flow Data from PIVTo construct the eigenfunctions of linear stability analysis, we use mean-flow data measured by the group directed by Bridges at NASA Glenn Research Center.27’28 Velocity fields on cross-sectional and streamwise planes were obtained using PIV with resolutions of approximately 0.1D and 0.02D in the streamwise and the radial directions, respectively. Although the mean-flow fields for cases A, C and G are not available, they are estimated from case B, the average of cases B and D, and case H, respectively, by scaling with the free-stream jet velocity ignoring compressibility.To smoothly integrate eigenfunctions, we fit the axial mean-velocity data with a hyperbolic tangent profile, U0(r) ≈ Umax/2 (tanh[s(r + r0)] - tanh[s(r - r0)]): These three parameters, Umax, s, and r0, are optimized in a least-square sense at each cross section. From the axial velocity profiles, temperature profiles are estimated using the Crocco-Busemann relation. The accuracy of this treatment is described in Ref. 19.Since the mean-velocity profile of the non-penetration chevron nozzle (SMC005) is nearly axisymmetric, we perform linear stability analysis with the velocity field averaged in the azimuthal direction and determine the instability-wave amplitude. For the high-penetration chevrons (SMC001), we do not apply the instability- wave detection technique because of severe mean-flow distortion.
C. Hydrodynamic ArrayThe hydrodynamic array consists of 13 rings with 6 microphones each, for a total of 78 quarter-inch mi­crophones (see figure 2 for the microphone distribution). The rings are equally spaced in the streamwise direction, and the azimuthal angles of the microphones on each ring are staggered every other ring. The spreading angle of the array (the half angle of the cone) is set to be 11.3°. Each microphone is supported by a non-conductive plastic sleeve, and it is joined to a stinger mounted on a cylindrical steel frame measuring 1.22 m diameter and 0.42 m axial length (see figure 3 for a photograph of the hydrodynamic array).The whole array is mounted on a structure with wheels so that the effective radial position of the microphones is varied by shifting the axial position and reselecting the rings used for the beam-forming process (seven rings are used to generate a cross spectral matrix at each operating condition). The radius at the center of the array is then varied in the range of 1.0 ≤ r/D < 1.75 (at x/D = 2.25). Thus, the radial decay of pressure signals is compared with the eigenfunction at each operating condition, and the feasible radial position is evaluated. Note that when the array is shifted upstream to measure pressure signals at a larger radius, first few upstream rings are removed.
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Figure 4. Microphone distribution of the mid- 
field array. (a) three dimensional view. (b) side 
view. (c) front view.
Figure 5. Photograph of the mid-field array with 
the SHJAR facility.
D. Mid-field ArrayThe mid-field microphone array for the acoustic measurement has 15 rings, the first 10 of which (upstream) have six microphones, and the latter 5 of which (downstream) have four microphones, all axisymmetrically distributed (see figure 4 for the microphone distribution and figure 5 for a photograph). Thus, it consists of a total of 80 quarter-inch microphones. The spreading angle of the array is approximately 11°, and the array covers 31.7° < θ < 106.3° in the polar angle, centered at the nozzle exit (it covers 35.1° < θ < 119.9° if the center is taken at x/D = 5). The axial ring positions were designed so that the polar angles are about equally spaced. The distances from the jet exit to the microphones are in the range of 17.3D < √x2 + r2 < 48.3D, while the ambient wave-length is, for example, λ — 5.7D at St = 0.35 for M∞ = 0.5.We should note that compared to the hydrodynamic array, the aliasing error in the azimuthal direction can be more significant in the mid-field array, particular for the m = 2 mode. Unlike near-field fluctuations, the energy contained in higher azimuthal modes is relatively large in acoustic signals. This issue is most severe at the five downstream rings, at which only four microphones are distributed in the azimuthal direction. For example, when the azimuthal spacings of the four microphones are exactly equal, the amplitudes of the 
m = ±2 modes become identical. By reducing the number of the microphones from six to four at the rest of the ten rings, the amplitude of the m = 2 mode is increased by 20 - 30% on average. Therefore, the acoustic intensity of m = 2 is overemphasized at shallow angles. In this study, the acoustic data are analyzed by comparing the change between different flow conditions.
IV. Results and Discussion
A. Effects of CompressibilityFirst, we study the compressibility effects for unheated jets. Figures 6-8 show the evolution of instability waves (on the left) and the sound radiation patterns (on the right) for the axisymmetric and first two azimuthal modes at three different Mach numbers. Here, we display only positive modes (i.e. m = +1 and
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Figure 6. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves at M∞ = 0.5 for an
unheated jet (St = 0.35). Line patterns: ------, m = 0; — — — , m = 1; — ∙ — ∙ —, m = 2. (a) Pressure amplitudes
inferred from the beam-forming are plotted along r/D = 0.5 (unit is pascal). (b) Pressure amplitudes (thinner
lines) and the first eigenmodes of the cross spectral matrices (thicker lines) are depicted in a polar plot.
Amplitude at √(x — 5D)2 + r2 = 30D is calculated for each mode and plotted on a dB scale.
Figure 7. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves at M∞ = 0.7 for an 
unheated jet. Notation is the same as figure 6.
Figure 8. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves at M∞ = 0.9 for an 
unheated jet. Notation is the same as figure 6.
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+2) for the azimuthal modes, but their negative ones are statistically the same. As the Mach number is increased, the growth rates of all the modes are suppressed; accordingly, instability waves are saturated farther downstream owing to compressibility, but their mode balances are quite similar. To be precise, their initial pressure disturbances are proportional to M2∞, and they are amplified by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the streamwise direction (refer to Ref. 19 for details).In contrast, the radiation patterns substantially change with increasing Mach number. At the low Mach number (M∞ = 0.5, figure 6), the coherent signals depict clear lobe patterns, and they are qualitatively similar to the quadrupole directivity for each azimuthal mode (see figure 9 (a) for the quadrupole radiation patterns). For example, the m = 0 mode of overall sound exhibits two lobes (the null is approximately 60° and the third lobe may be hidden at higher angles), and its POD mode mainly captures the downstream lobe. These trends are consistent with the results of another study using the same database.29 As the Mach number increases, the intensity, particularly that of coherent sound, is concentrated at shallower angles. This may be caused by refraction, although expected lobe patterns cannot be observed near 90°, at which the refraction effect is negligible.Figure 10 compares the azimuthal-mode balance of the instability waves (on the left) and the acoustic waves (on the right). For the instability waves, the peak pressure amplitude along the mixing layer is displayed, while for the acoustic waves, crude estimates of the squared intensity, ∣q∣ in Eq. (4), for the total pressure and the first POD mode, given by Eq. (6), are overlaid. The mode balance of the primary coherent sound becomes somewhat similar to that of the instability waves with increasing Mach number, while the rest of the acoustic parts is nearly independent of it. This may indicate that at low Mach numbers, jet noise is primarily generated with the non-linear process, which may be well represented by quadrupole-type source terms. As the Mach number is increased, coherent sound is substantially influenced by large-scale structures. This is consistent with the fact that the phase velocity of instability waves approaches the sonic speed at higher Mach numbers.Note that the instability amplitudes, which are scaled by M2∞, show clear suppression with increasing Mach number. In contrast, we cannot observe such reduction in acoustic amplitudes normalized by M4∞, referring to Lighthill’s acoustic analogy.31 We should remember that the array covers a limited range of polar angles; therefore, much acoustic intensity at higher angles radiated from lower Mach-number jets is excluded in these results.
B. Effects of Jet TemperatureNext, we study the temperature effects. Figures 11 - 13 similarly show the evolution of instability waves and the sound radiation patterns at three different temperatures. As predicted by linear stability analysis, the amplification of the m = 0 mode is weaker than the m = 1 mode for an unheated jet, and the sound levels for these two modes are comparable.As the jet is heated (Tjet∕T∞ = 1.76), instability waves are saturated closer to the nozzle exit, and the axisymmetric mode is greatly enhanced compared with other two modes (see figure 12). The enhancement of the m = 0 mode can also be seen in the sound radiation patterns. However, it should be noticed that the lobe patterns of the sound are changed from the unheated jet in figure 11. Particularly for m = 1, the downstream lobe of the POD mode is shifted toward higher angles as the jet is heated. Moreover, the upstream lobe of the overall sound for m = 0 in the unheated jet disappears in the heated jet. These trends become more noticeable as we further increase the jet temperature (Tjet∕T∞ = 2.70). Figure 13 shows that the downstream lobe is further enhanced for m = 0, and the POD mode for m = 1 is peaked nearly at 
θ = 90°. These two modes are substantially amplified in the acoustic waves, while the instability-wave amplitude for m = 1 is varied only slightly.Many studies (e.g. Refs. 32,33) have discussed the presence of additional acoustic sources in heated jets, owing to significant fluctuations in density, and they have been found to display a dipole directivity. In our study, the lobe patterns of the coherent sound observed in the heated jets are qualitatively similar to the dipole radiation for m = 0 and m = 1 (see figure 9(b) for the dipole directivity) and seem to support the
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Figure 9. Directivity of spherical multipoles: (a) quadrupoles; (b) dipoles. Line patterns: ——, m = 0; — — — ,
m = 1; - . - . - , m = 2 for each zenithal mode. Magnitudes are arbitrary scaled.
Figure 10. Comparison of the azimuthal mode balance at St = 0.35 for unheated jets. Each cluster shows 
amplitudes of the m = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 modes from left to right. (a) Instability-wave balance (the peak amplitude 
along r/D = 0.5). Amplitudes are scaled by M2∞ (amplitude of m = 0 at the nozzle exit is taken as unity). (b) 
Acoustic mode balance. White bars denote the overall sound, and colored ones denote the first POD modes. 
Amplitudes are scaled by M4∞, and they are normalized by the overall sound of the m = 0 mode at M∞ = 0.35.
hypothesis that the coherent sound changes from the quadrupole-type to the dipole-type with increasing jet temperature.Figure 14 compares the azimuthal-mode balance of the instability waves and the acoustic waves. In the instability-wave balance, only the axisymmetric mode is greatly amplified. In contrast, both m = 0 and m = 1 modes are enhanced in the acoustic waves although the enhancement of the axisymmetric mode is more pronounced. This may be explained from the fact that the m = 0 and m = 1 modes include dipoles, but the leading order for m = 2 is only a quadrupole.Figures 15-17 display the comparison between instability waves and acoustic waves at a higher Mach number (M∞ = 0.9). Although the compressibility effect suppresses the growth rates of instability waves at a higher Mach number, the rest of the instability-wave characteristics are relatively similar to those at the lower Mach number: namely, only the axisymmetric mode is enhanced and all modes are saturated closer to the nozzle exit as the temperature ratio is increased. In contrast, sound directivity seems to be substantially influenced by the refraction effect, and the downstream lobe for m = 0 becomes dominant at
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Figure 11. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves at M∞ = 0.5 for
unheated jets (St = 0.30). Notation is the same as figure 6. (a) Pressure amplitudes inferred from the beam­
forming (unit is pascal). (b) Pressure amplitudes (thinner lines) and the first eigenmodes of the cross spectral
matrices (thicker lines).
Figure 12. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves at M∞ = 0.5 for 
Tjet∕T∞ = 1.76. Notation is the same as figure 6.
Figure 13. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves at M∞ = 0.5 for 
Tjet/T∞ = 2.70. Notation is the same as figure 6.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the azimuthal mode balance at M∞ = 0.5 for St = 0.30. Each cluster shows amplitudes
of the m = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 modes from left to right. (a) Instability-wave balance (the peak amplitude along
r/D = 0.5). Amplitudes are normalized by that of m = 0 at the nozzle exit. (b) Acoustic mode balance. White
bars denote the overall sound, and colored ones denote the first POD modes. Amplitudes are normalized by
the overall sound of the unheated case for m = 0.
all temperatures. Moreover, the overall sound levels for the two azimuthal modes are nearly comparable. As mentioned above, the density variation across the mixing layer may cause to generate dipole-type radiation, but its magnitude relative to the velocity fluctuations becomes smaller with increasing Mach number. As a result, the sound radiation patterns are less likely affected by the temperature increase at M∞ = 0.9.The variation in the azimuthal-mode balance at M∞ = 0.9 can be clearly seen in figure 18. Only the axisymmetric mode is significantly enhanced in the instability waves, and that of the acoustic waves is accordingly amplified. The rate of amplification in acoustic waves from the unheated jet to Tjet/T∞ = 2.70 is yet about 50%, and this is much smaller than that at M∞ = 0.5 (refer to figure 14). The azimuthal modes, 
m = 1 and m = 2, are nearly unchanged for both near- and far-fields at M∞ = 0.9. Thus, the trends of instability waves and the sound become closer at the higher Mach number, and the shift to a dipole pattern observed at the lower Mach number appears to be less significant at the higher Mach number.
C. Effects of Chevron NozzlesFinally, we consider the effects of chevron nozzles. Figures 19 21 compare the instability-wave evolutionand the acoustic radiation patterns for the three different nozzles. In the non-penetration chevron noz­zle (SMC005), instability waves are saturated closer to the nozzle exit compared with the straight nozzle (SMC000) owing to the mixing enhancement. Moreover, amplitudes of all the modes are enhanced proba­bly because the effective diameter of the jet is increased. Although amplitudes of instability waves are not measured for the high-penetration chevrons (SMC001) owing to the significant mean-flow distortion, the amplitude levels of raw pressure fluctuations are observed to be still slightly higher than those of SMC005 (not shown). On the other hand, the sound radiation patterns are almost the same for all nozzles. Although the structures of the instability waves are significantly altered by chevrons, variation in acoustic waves is very subtle.The comparison of the azimuthal-mode balance demonstrates these trends more clearly. Figure 22 shows that all the instability waves are almost equally amplified by the chevrons, while there is little change in both overall sound and coherent one. The same trend is observed over a wide range of frequencies (at least, 0.1 < St < 0.5). Thus, the noise reduction with chevron nozzles is not originated with suppression of instability-wave amplitude.
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Figure 15. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves at M∞ = 0.9 for
unheated jets (St = 0.30). Notation is the same as figure 6. (a) Pressure amplitudes inferred from the beam­
forming (unit is pascal). (b) Pressure amplitudes (thinner lines) and the first eigenmodes of the cross spectral
matrices (thicker lines).
Figure 16. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves at M∞ = 0.9 for Tjet/T∞ = 1.76. Notation is the same as figure 6.
Figure 17. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves at M∞ = 0.9 for Tjet/T∞ = 2.70. Notation is the same as figure 6.
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Figure 18. Comparison of the azimuthal mode balance at M∞ = 0.9 for St = 0.30. Notation is the same as 
figure 14.
V. ConclusionsUsing near-field and mid-field phased-microphone arrays, we have measured the azimuthal-mode balance of instability waves and directivity of acoustic waves for the axisymmetric and first two azimuthal modes; consequently, we have compared these results to investigate the role of instability waves on low-frequency noise generation in a subsonic jet. To infer the instability-wave amplitude, we have applied a beam-forming technique developed in our previous study.19 For the acoustic waves, we have analyzed both overall pressure amplitude and amplitude of the primary POD mode of the cross spectral matrix. In this study, we have focused on three effects - compressibility, jet temperature, and chevron nozzles. These results are summarized in the following.As the Mach number is increased for unheated jets, the growth rates of all the instability waves are suppressed, as predicted by linear stability analysis; however, their azimuthal-mode balances are almost unchanged. On the other hand, the suppression owing to compressibility is not observed in acoustic waves. More importantly, the sound radiation patterns are changed from the quadrupole-type radiation to highly directive patterns with increasing Mach number (the transition occurs around at M∞ = 0.7). The azimuthal- mode balances of coherent sound at higher Mach numbers appear to be more similar to those of instability waves, and incoherent sound seems independent of the Mach number. This may imply that the noise- generation mechanism of a high subsonic jet is related to instability waves.We have studied the temperature dependence at two different Mach numbers (M∞ = 0.5 and 0.9). At the lower Mach number, the sound radiation patterns, particularly coherent sound, of the axisymmetric (m = 0) and the first azimuthal mode (m = 1) seem to change from the quadrupole-types to the dipole-types as the jet temperature increases. In contrast, at the higher Mach number, the trends of acoustic-wave amplification with temperature seem to follow the growth rates of instability waves. These phenomena may be related to the acoustic-source terms and turbulent fluctuations in the following mariner. For unheated jets, jet noise is primarily generated by velocity fluctuations, producing the quadrupole-type radiation at low Mach numbers. As the jet is heated, the source term associated with density fluctuations generate dipole sources. At higher Mach numbers, however, the sound associated with velocity fluctuations still exceeds that generated by density fluctuations even for the heated jets.The results of the chevron nozzles have demonstrated that the amplitude of instability waves is substan­tially enhanced by the chevron nozzles, while there is little change in the acoustic field. Thus, the noise reduction mechanisms with chevron nozzles are less likely related to the suppression of instability waves at
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Figure 19. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves for SMC000
(M∞ = 0.9 and St = 0.35, unheated jets). Notation is the same as figure 6. (a) Pressure amplitudes inferred
from the beam-forming (unit is pascal). (b) Pressure amplitudes (thinner lines) and the first eigenmodes of
the cross spectral matrices (thicker lines).
Figure 20. Streamwise evolution of eigenfunctions and radiation patterns of acoustic waves for SMC005. The 
flow conditions are the same as figure 19, and notation is the same as figure 6.
Figure 21. Radiation patterns of acoustic waves for SMC001. The flow conditions are the same as figure 19, 
and notation is the same as figure 6. Since the beam-forming algorithm is not applied due to the mean-flow 
distortion, the instability-wave evolution is not shown.
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Figure 22. Comparison of the azimuthal mode balance for different nozzles (M∞ = 0.9 and St = 0.35, unheated
jets). Each cluster shows amplitudes of the m = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 modes from left to right. (a) Instability-wave
balance (the peak amplitude along r/D = 0.5). Amplitudes are normalized by that of m = 0 at the nozzle
exit. (b) Acoustic mode balance. White bars denote the overall sound, and colored ones denote the first POD
modes. Amplitudes are normalized by the overall sound of SMC000 for m = 0.
the nozzle exit. Hence, further investigation is necessary to understand the effects of chevron nozzles on the noise generation.It should be reminded that the amplitude of instability waves has been determined using all microphones with eigenfunctions, while the acoustic radiation patterns have been calculated based the amplitude that is Fourier-transformed only at each ring. Moreover, the aliasing errors from higher azimuthal modes are more severe in acoustic waves; especially, the downstream five rings have only four microphones in the azimuthal direction. Therefore, we must be careful to interpret the results of radiation patterns.Although we may need more microphones to precisely resolve the lobe patterns over a wide range of polar angles, this study appears to capture key transient features of jet noise (i) from quadrupole to dipole patterns with increasing jet temperature at lower Mach numbers, and (ii) from quadrupole to highly directive patterns with increasing Mach number for unheated jets. At higher Mach numbers, however, an important question has remained. While more acoustic energy can be propagated downstream by the refraction effect with increasing Mach number, sound generated by instability waves is also considered to dominate the radiation at shallow angles. This point must be clarified in future study to understand the relation between the instability waves and the low-frequency jet noise.
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